The first
Deploy&Go
Telecom
Software
Bundle
Tecalis oﬀers a wide range
of software solutions
designed to boost growth,
expansion and productivity
for telecommunications
businesses.

tecalis.com

A stack of digital
products made to lead
Reinvent, optimize and simplify the way users engage with your business
with a comprehensive solution that matches your needs and the needs of
your customers. Discover the first software bundle that will level up your
market presence.

Lead the way in your industry
Our expertise and commitment to the telecommunications industry have led
us to create the first all-in-one solution that meets all the operational needs
that any telecom company may arise.
Implement a custom-tailored omnichannel solution in less than 2 months.
Speed up your time-to-market without harming your IT’s team’s productivity.
Tecalis can work as a pay-per-use solution:

Customer Identification:
KYC Onboarding &
Registration

Contracting:
Digital Signature &
Communication

Point of Sale
Software: Tailored &
Fully Integrated
Online and onsite Pre-Paid SIM
activation, in an attended and
unattended way.

User Experience:
Agility & Refined
Interfaces

Regulatory Compliance:
Fraud Prevention & E2E
traceability

The best and most
powerful customer
portal.

Remote, automated,
and fully secure SIM
Swapping.

Telesales productivity.
Ensure contract
conclusion.

Customer-relation
management. Acquisition
and after-sales.

Agile contracting process
for Fibre Broadband, TV,
landline or mobile.

UX/UI-optimized online
and onsite sales portals.

Tecalis allows companies from the telecommunications industry to offer their
products and services - and new innovative ones - both in an attended and
unattended way, onsite and fully remotely. Experience a world of brand-new
possibilities that will transform your business with ease and spectacular results.
Avoid dropouts, increase
conversion rates and
reduce costs and time.

Audit, prove and
blockchain any operation.
Avoid fraud and risk.

Manage and analyze Data,
verify documentation.
Identity Verification.

Integrate processes and
interconnect systems
and tools.

Leading players that already trust Tecalis:
Automate and streamline
workflows. POS Back-Office
operations management.

Manage logistics, purchase
orders, shipments and
suppliers matters.

All in One

Digitize your business and streamline workflows and
operations with our customized solutions for each sector,
area and operation.

Adaptable

We develop and integrate technology in any system,
channel and application. Desktop, Mobile or App, online
or at the point of sale.

Compliant

KYC/AML/KYB/eIDAS/SCA/GDPR compliant thanks to
Tecalis solutions. Count on an expert Blockchain EUcertified Trust Services Provider. Certified Communication.

Reliable

Proven solutions that do not fail, with controls and
features for a top 10 experience, security and efficiency.
Just ask us for a demo.

Configurable

A world of possibilities in a technology package with
all the functionalities your business needs. The most
future-proof and feature-rich solution on the market.

Let our experts show you
how to become a leader.
Contact us and we will prepare an
exclusive no-obligation plan to boost
your business.
tecalis.com
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